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Biology: An Easy Thing? 



The premise is 
reasonable … 

There are 1011 galaxies visible to our telescopes. 





In the Milky Way: about 1 trillion planets 



Kepler results so far: 
~50 “Earth-like” worlds 

à 1 - 10 billion Earths in the 
      Milky Way 



Could there be 
aliens nearby … ? 







Edward Maunder 







But what about intelligent life? 



What the public believes… 

Forget SETI!  They’re HERE…. 





ETA, Alpha Centauri: 
          77000 a.d. 



Broadcasting our presence 

•  Farthest powerful signals ~60 light-years 
 out 

•  ~2,000 stars that could be responding 
 now 

•  Far too few for anyone to know Homo 
 sapiens exists! 



•  Predatory-prey and social behavior can 
ratchet up intelligence 

•  Evidence for increased encephalization in 
primates, cetaceans,… 

Is intelligence likely? 

Possible mechanisms: 





We have not found 
compelling 

evidence of any life 
beyond Earth. 

Dead or Alive 

Bottom line: 



What would be the clues of 
intelligent life? 



Artifact… 







Listen for ET on the radio… 









We’ve only occasionally listened… 



~750 star systems carefully observed 



So when do we find them? 



Allen Telescope Array 
•  20 ft dishes 
•  0.5 – 11.2 GHz 
•  At least three stars at a time 











We will find ET within two dozen years… 

…assuming the funding comes in! 



•  Carbon-based 

How we picture ET matters ! 



 We assume, ET will 
be carbon-based 



•  Homochiral 
•  On a planet with plate tectonics, a big   

 moon, and a large, nearby world to 
 chase away asteroids 

•  Bigger than a rat, smaller than ten 
 elephants 

•  Appendages to wield a soldering iron 
•  Stereo vision  

•  Carbon-based 



Arthropods … 

Hollywood view … 



Insects … 



“Lazy God” aliens … 



ISO Standard Alien 



•  Liquid Water 
•  Non-negligible atmosphere 
•  World that’s at least a billion or so years old 



Today’s “Martians” come from some other 
stellar system … But they still look like us! 



3 pounds 

25 watts 

Intelligence! 



Forest Ape 

Participant Sing. Univ. 





Just a transitory 
technology… 







Spread out to eat 
 the cosmos? 



Computronium? 





What would be the reaction 
to a signal? 



The big cover-up! 



How would it really go down? 



June 23, 1997 



Tough Questions 

The universe is old enough to have truly deep 
 intelligences, so … 

What are their motivations and interests? 


